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LOW-TEMPERATURETHERMODYNAMIC
BOTTOMING CYCLES FOR FLISION}\
EACTORS
“
.,

Lash D. Hansborough

LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY

Possible application of thermodynamicbottoming cycles to fusion reactors
is examined. Thermodynamic and cost data for many possible working fluids
we

incomplete. Geothermal research is the”primary source of fluid data.

Bottaning cycles should be fully integrated into the energy conversion systemto

achieve maximum effectiveness. Scavenging by a bottoming cycle of

Iw-level energy may be possible but not attractive with present conceptual
fusion reactor designs. The best use ofa

bottoming cycle with a fusion re-

actor appearsto be in conjunctionwith a heliumturbfne.
INTRODUCTION
—
The concept of a low-temperaturethermo-

analytical work done in the effect of usinq

dynamic bottoming cycle for power plants is

In this application, the bottominq cvcle

not new, but it has received much less at-

essentlallv replaces the low-rwessure steam

tention thana

turbine. The

high-temperaturethermody-

d bottominq with a cofiventionalsteam cycle.

relatively larae specific

namic topping cycle mainly because the top-

volume of steam at low temoetature makes low

ping cycles promise much greater improve-

pressure turbine and condenser costs un-

ments in thermal efficiency than do the

economical at low heat sink tanmeratures.

bottoming c:ies.

There was sc!meinterest in thfs aDDrOIICh

Recent problems with

thermal discharges from power plants have

several years aciountil the reliability of

increased the interest In bottoming cycles

large, low-pressure steam turbines was

be+causethe temperature rise of the circu-

proven. However. there continues to be in-

Iat?nq water thruuqh the condenser may be

terest In the combination of a bottoming

reduced bv emplovinq a bottominq cvcle. For

cycle t20UDledto a gas turbine power plant.

example, a modern fossil-fused power plant

It is predicted that a bottoming cycle would

achieves a plant efficiency of about 40%, a

be able to raise plant eff!ciencles by ai-

light-waterreactor achieves about 33%, and

most 44% for a simple gas turbine cycle,

a High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor

and by over 28% for a recuperated gas ‘ur(1)
bine cycle.

(HTGR) achieves about 40%.

Fora

1000 MW(e)

power plantof each type, the fossil-fueled
potm

plant rejects about 1250 MW(th) to

Th@ thermal efficiency of conceptua’ fusion reactors is largely determined by

coolinq water Dlus 250 MW(th) out the stack;

choice of blanket structural material. Three

the Ilqht-water reactor rejects about 2030

general classes of blanket structural metals

PQd(th)to coolinq water; and the HTGR re-

have been considered:.(1) Metals with low

$!cts about 1500 NW(th) tocoolinq water,

activation cross sectiens which minimize

This heat rejectlonma.v be reduced

radiological hJZards [primarily alUminUm

bv a

bottominq c,vcle,but there has been little

and vanadium alloys]. (2) Metals presently

!

.
.

.

a.

extensively used in the nuclear industry

“ energy from geothermal sources - the source

“whichminimize industrial technology re-

is more concentrated but still at a rela-

quirements [t,}estainless steel; and nickel-

tively low temperature. The geothermal

based alloys].

energy program is investigating the economic

(3) Metals which ‘allowhigh

blanket temperatures which maximize thermo-

recovery of energy frcsna 149°C (300”F) en-

dynamic efficiency rthe refractor metal

ergy source;(3) a fusion reactor bottoming

allovs]. The refractory metals may allow

cycle using energy from fusion reactor

blanket coolant outlet temperatures as high

auxiliaries in this temperature range

as llOO°C which allows the use of a potas-

may be desirable and should be considered.

sium orcesium topping cycle coupled with a

BOTTOMING CYCLE FLUIDS

normal steam cycle.

This energy conversion

The high-efficiency (with topping cycle)

system may allow a thermal efficiency of

energy conversion system has been proposed

44.8%, and for a 1000 Mid(e)plant, requires

for the Reference Theta-Pinch Reactor

that only 1232 MW(th) be rejected.. However,

(RTPR).(4) For the topping cycle

a fusion reactor with a stainless steel

ing fluid is a metal such as mercury, po-

.

the work-

The relative merits of

blanket and only a conventional steam cycle

tassidm or cesium.

may have a thermal efficianc,yof 26.5% to

each material is still subject to debate.

18,8%.(2) The efficiencies for a 1000
MW(e) plant require a rejection of2744

but at least there are cnly two main contenders, potassium and cesium,(5) The

MW(th) to 4376 MW(th). Present thermal pol-

working fluid in the bottoming cycle is

lution regulations have es$entiallyelimi-

normally tt~oughtto be an organic compour~,

“natcd inexpensivewaste heat rejection meth-

Selection of the optimum bottoming cycle

C5S for large power plants, and present con-

fluid Is a process confused by the large

ceptual fusion reactordesfgns generally

number of possible fluid%

call for large power plants. Heat-sink

thermodynamic data for many of these

the incomplete

limitations for waste heat by the year 2000

fluids (a substantial part of the geothermal

may force the design o? very efficient fu-

energy progrt~mhas been to mathematically

sion reactors, and one method of increasing

model the thermodynamic behavior of many

the efficiency of a power plant may be by

fluids for’study), and the ability to par-

the use of a low-temperature bottoming cycle.

tially tailor a bottoming cycle to take best

Bottoming cycles may be more applicable

advantage of a particular fluid. However,

to fusion reactor designs tlmn to other

a bottominq cycle working fluid must possess

power plant types because of heat sources

most of the requisite properties for useful-

not found in other types of power plants.

ness in a power plant,

For example, there are relatively large en-

●rgy sources from magnet cofl coo’llngsys-

These properties de-

termine the cost and safety of usl,lga bottoming cycl~.

The flul~ should be inexpen-

tems, cryogenic refrigeration systems, and

sive, safe, durable and non-toxic to mlnl-

neutron shield cooling systems In magneti-

mize problems with the fluid itself. The

cally confined fusion reactors (and from

power plant design eliclt.sother desirable

laser cooling in laser fusion reactors)

properties, The fluid should be non-corro-

which may allow energy recovery using a

sive and crx’patiblewith plant materials.

bottoming cycle.

In th~s Instance, the

problem is similar to that in recovery of

To minimize piping and pump sizes, the fluid
should have a low liquld specific volume. A

.

low vapor pressure is desirable for a low

Many possible bottoming cycle fluids may

pressure system, but the condensation pres-

be rapidly eliminated because of obvious

sure should be slightly above atmospheric

drawbacks; however, elimination of fluids

to avoid condenser vacuum pumping. To allow

for obvious reasons still leaves many fluids

use of small and efficient heat exchangers,

to be considered in detail. Milora and

the working fluid should have a low latent

Tester(6) screened 19 organic compounds and

heat of vaporization,a high specific heat

then did detailed thermodynamic cycle

at constant pressure, and a high film co-

calculations on the seven most pranising for

efficient. The fluid should have a high

two geothermal applications - a 150°C liquid

decomposition temperature. The vapor spe-

dominated resource and a 250”C hot rock re-

cific volume should be high for a large tur-

source. Whitbeck(3) considered 22 organic

bine output but not so high that excessively

compounds for a 149°C geothermal heat re-

high turbine blade speed, large turbines,

source. Madsen and Ingwarsson‘7) investi-

and large piping sizes are

gated nine organic flu”idfi
and selected three

pressure of vaporization

%cessary. The
,ould be near the

topof the dome of t!leT-s diagram tomaxl-

for further study. Vrable and Schuster(8)
considered 68 working fluids and analyzed

mize superheat and cycle efficiency. The

five for a bottoming cycle with a maximum

turb~ne design and flufd properties should

temperature of 199°C using the exhaust from

be matched so that the vapor pressure leav-

a HTGR gas turbine as the heat source. The

ing the turbine is slightly above saturated

Westinghouse ECAS Study(g) considered 45

vapor; this allows an efficient turbine. A

low boiling point fluids and analyzed four

working fluid with a relatively low heat of

for use with gas turbine bottof figcycles.

vaporization near the top of the T-s dome

The General Electric ECAS Study(lo) ana-

maximizes the turbine pressure ratio (and

lyzed three low boiling point flulds used

boosts turbine output), An ideal working

with ga~ turbine bottoming cycles.

fluid for a bottoming cycle would possess all

the fluids considered are listed In Table I

Some of

of these desirable qualities. Stability In

with conmwnts from References 3, 6, 7, 80

a radiation environment may also be desir-

9, and 10 on their applicability to bottom-

able,

ing cycle use.

TABLE 1.
Refrigerant
Number and/
or Name
R-11, Carrene2

Possible Bottoming Cycle Fluids

Reference Number an
3

Turbine and turbine exhaust large

6

Competitive with NH3 in performance, best
performancewith TNX

7,9
R-12

Comnents
—.-—

3

= 270”C.

No specific comments
Generally good fluid; pumpwork slightly
high.

‘

“

..

TABLE I. Possible Bottoming Cycle Fluids continued
Refrigerant
Number and/
or Name

R-12 (Con’t)

Reference Number and Consnents

6

Should perform well in 200°C range; best
performance with TMX

7

= 193°C.

Chosen for more detailed anaiysis for a
T~x

9

——

* 143°C cycle.

Analyzed for a bottoming cycle with
T~ax = 371°c.

R-13

9

No specific comnents

R-13B1

6

Best performance with Tmax = 15?CC.

9

No specific conments.

3

Turbine and exhaust large; low efficiency

R-21

forTMx
7,9
R-22

= 143°C.

No specific comments.

3

Pumpwork and pressures high.

6

Best fluid for use between 160-230”C;
best.performance with Tmax = 2f12°C.

7,9
10
R-31/114

3

No specific conmmts.
Max allowable fluid temperiiture= 221”C,
About 5% lower performance than R-660a
forTmax = 143°C,

R-32

R-40, Methyl
Chloride

R-113

3

Pumpwork high; pressures high.

6

Best performance with Tmax = 175”C.

3

Good performance with Tmax = 143”C, but
toxic.

9

No specific consnents.

3

Turbine and pipe sizes large.

6

Best performance with Tmax = 284”C; comparable in performance to ammonia.

7

Chosen for more detailed analysis for a
TMax = 143°C cycle.

R-114

3

Turbine and pipe sizes large.

2

.
TA8LE I.

Possible 6ottomlng Cycle Fiulds continued

Refrigerant
yre~gd/
Reference Number and Comments,
R-114 (Con’t)

6

Best performance with TMX

= 196°C and

in supercritfcalmode.
R-115

R-31/114

3

Pump work and pressures excessive.

6

Best performance with Tmx

3

About 5% lower performance than R-600a
for TMX

= 124”C.
.

= 143°C.

G-133..
—

9

No specific conments.

R-142b

3

Low efficiency forTmx

—

= 143”C; other-

wise, good,

R-152a

6

Best performance with TNX

= 200”C.

9

No specific comments.

3

Low efficiency for Tmax = 143°C; otherwise, good.

6

Best performance with Tmax = 192°C and
should perform well in 200”C range.

R-216
—
R-260, Propant~

9

No specific ccmnents.

3

Large turbine required.

6

Best performance with Tmax = 228”C,

3

High pump work and pressures; low efficiency for Tmax = 143”C.

6

Best perfortnancewith Tmax = 179”C, but
should perform well in 200°C range.

8,9
RC-318

R-500, Carrene-7

No specific ccmnments.

3

Large turbine and exhaust required.

6

Best performance with Tmx

8

Chlorine free.

3

High boiler pressure; high pump work,

6

Best pt?rformancewith Tmx

= 149°C~

= 188”C, but

should perform well in 200”C range.
7

No specific comnents.

.

●

TABLE I.
—..

Possible Bottaning Cycle Fluids continued

Refrigerant
Num#l’1’:/
Reference Number and Consnents
R-504

3

Excessive pump work.

6

Best performance with Tmx

= 161”C; may

be best fluidat about 150”C.
R-500, n-Butane

3

Generally good for TMX

=

143°C (second

best to R-600a).

R-600a, Isobutane

7

High flammability.

3

Generally good for Twx

6

Best performsncewith Tmx

= 143”C.
= 198°C in a

supercriticalmode.
7

Chosen for more detailed analysis in a
T~x

= 143°C cycle; high flammability

and very high toxicity.
8

Highest efficiency fluid analyzed for
1~x

R-717, Ammonia

= 199°C; higher than NH3.

9

No specific comnents.

3

High pressure.

6

Best performancewith Tmax = 295”C; superior
to other fluids at over 250°C; best performancewitt!a subcritical cycle.

R-718, Water

8

Chosenas best overall fluid for Tmx

9

should yield lowest capital costs of fluids
considered (R-717, R-12, R-260, R-600a and
R-1270).
No specific comnents.

9

No specific comments.

10
R-1270, Propylene

= 227°C;

Used for bottdm cycle with Tmax = 5313”c.

3

Excessive pump work.

6

May perform well in 200”C range; best persmcewith

8,9

Tmx

= 177°C:

No specific conments.

C-15-12

8

Chlorine free.

&etaldehyde

9

No specific comnents.

.—

TABLE I.

Refrigerant
bber
and/
or Name

.

continued

Possible Bottoming

Reference Number and Comnents

l-Butene

9

No specific ccmments.

2-Butene(cis)

9

No specific comments.

2-Butene(trans)

9

No specific consnents.

l-Butyne

9

No sp$cific comnents.

2-Butyne

9

No specific conwnents.

Carbonyl Sulfide

9

No specific conwnents.

Cos

9

No specific comnents.

Cyclobutane

9

No specific comnents.

Dibromodi+luoromethane
--

9

No specific comnents.

Dimethylamine

9

No specific comnents.

Ethyl Chloride

9

No specific comnents.

Ethyl Fluoride

9

No specific comments.

Ethylamine

9

No specific comnents.

Ethylene-,’’loride

9

No specific comnents.

,Ethylene Oxide

9

No specific clmnents.

Fluorinol-85

10

Best performance with Tmx

between

316-399”C.
Mydrogen Sulfide

9

No specific conments.

Nethanethiol

9

No specific comments.

Methyl Bromide

9

No specific comments.

tiethlEther

9

No specific conunents.

Nethylamine

9

Low turbine exhaust volume;
Analyzed cycle Tmax = 510eC

N20

9

No specific cormnents.

Gctafluropropane

9

No specific comnents.

Propadicne

9

No~ecific

ProRYl Fluoride

9

No specific comnents.

Sl+

9

Trimethylamine

9

Excellent perfowance for Tmax = 538°C
.—
No specific comnents.

comnents.

Table

I contains a listing of 59 possible

mttoming cycle fluids. This listing is
&bably

far from complete, and it evident

khatof those fluids listed, few have been
subjectedto more than a very preliminary
rnnalysis.Mhile some fluids appear to be

Equation (4) illustrates that if a bottoming

sonwhat better for some applications, it is

cycle can be used to efficiently exploit the

very probable that an optimum bottoming cycle

energy in the primary cycle flow stream, it

mrking fluid has yet to be considered.

.,isnot always necessary to use means to im-

Furthermore, except for the more coimnonly

prove the primary cycle efficiency to improve

used refrigerants,working fluid costs tend

the overall thermodynamic efficiency (~).

to be very speculative for large quantities.

Equation (4) also illustrates that one should

~TTOMING CYCLE THERMODYNAMICS

maximize qbf rather than just Vb.

The primary functionof a bottoming cycle

f is max?-

atizedby rejecting heat from the primary

is to extract useful work from otherwise

cycle at the lowest possible temperature,and

wasted energy ejected from a primary thermo-

this temperature is limited by the heat cx-

dynamic cycle. Therefor%a bottominq cycle is

changer design.’10) Sinceqb generally de-

a scavenging cycle by nature.

It must be de-

creases with a reduction i.~maximum tempera-

signed to maximize the total energy conver-

tureof the bottoming cycle, a value of qbf

sion efficiency and output rather than maxi-

may be optimized for a gi~en system.

mize its own efficiency. For example, the

fusion reactor

A bottoming cycle for

thermodynamicefficiency of the primary cycle

may result in an f effectively greater than

(9P) is the ratio of useful output (Pp) to

1.

input energy (Qp):

cycle of a fusion reactor by a ‘*ottoming

The energy extracted from ~he primary

cycle is flRp, and if energy (Q~) is scav(1)

enged from other sources in a fusion reactor system, then the energy available to

where Rp is the energy rejected by the pri-

the bottaning cycle (fRp) is:

mary cycle. The bottoming cycle then extraCtS a fraction (f) of Rp, turns it into

fRp=flRp+Qs

(5)

;

useful energy (Pb), and rejects energy (Rb).
The efficiency of the bottoming cycle Vb is:

Qs

“f=fl+~=fl+$j+..

Q
P

(2)
Q
Therefore, the overall thermodynamicefficiency of the energy conversion process

f=fl+$+

“

If the ratio Qs/Qp is the scavenging parame-

(~) is:

ter(s), then
Pp+pb

;
(3)

‘=~

f=fl++

-

[6)

.

.
.

.
FUSION REACTOR APPLICATIONS
As Indicated in the previous section, to
achieve the maximum effectiveness a bottam-

Ing cycle may be to recover ”-i$ste
heat frrnr
a gas-turbine exhaust.

If helium is ulti-

mately selected as the best fusion-reactor

ing cycle should not simply be a replacement

blanket heat removal medi’um,a directly

for the low-pressure steam turbine, but

coupled helium-gas turbine and a bottoming

should require an extensive reappraisal of

cycle appear to be an attractive energy con-

the entire energy conversion system. The

version scheme. Vrable and Schuster(8) pre-

design of a fusion power plant must Erovide

dict that a HTGR with a gas-turbine ansrronia

the means to exploit the abilityof a bottom-

bottoming cycle with a wet cooling tower for

ing cycle fluid to scavenge low-temperature

waste heat rejection offers a 24% increase

heat energy that is useless for a steam cycle.

in plant output over a HTGR gas turbine with

Scme possible sources of energy are fluid

a dry cooling tower. Simil;irresults could

pump cooling systems heat rejection fran re-

be expected from a fusion reactor helium tur-

frigeration systems, neutral-beam injectors,

bine application.

direct energy convsrtots, vacuum pump
coollng systems, and energy deposited in the

The outlook is cloudy for the replacement
of the law-pressure steam turbine with a

magnet coils or coil shielding. Careful

bottoming cycle to improve the efficiency of

~tud.vis required to determine whether or not

this part of the energy conversion system.

an energy-scavenging bottoming cycle is worth

The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)
low-pressure turbine(11) will beapprGxi-

the effort.

For example, the present blanket

design of the

Referenced Theta-Pinch Reactor

mately 18.6% efficient with an upper tempera-

(RTPR) results

in a deposition of 850!4W(th)

ture of 173°C and a condensate ?nperature

into the magnet coils and structure. This

of 33.2”C. The ammonia bottoming cycle used

energy can be

with the HTGR gas turbine i:,?9.7% efficient

utilized only by increasing

the magnet coil and structure temperature

with an upper temperature of 227°C and a con-

frcm 25°C to 150-200”C, but there are prob-

densate temperature of 35.4”C. The amnonia

lems with this approach. The magnet coil

cycle uses 25.7°t cooling water; this high

and

temperature was chosen to facilitate a per-

support structure are already highly

stressed, and this increase in temperature

formance comparison with a HTGR power plant

would degrade the material properties by a-

with a dry cooling tower. The LMFBR uses

bout 10%. The electrical resistivity of

13.9°C cooling water.

nopper increases approximately 0.39% for

system components is a well-established tech-

The design of steam

every l°C rise in temperature, and this would

nology; whereas, the design of ammonia-vapor

result in a 50-60% increase in coil resist-

cycle components is primitive. Table 11

ance. An increase in temperature would also

lists same differences betw;en the LMFBR

change the neutronlc characteristics of the

steam condenser and the HTGR ansnoniacon-

COI1 and structure. These problems may be

denser.

resolved by further design and by the develop-

shell-and-tube construction. The major dif-

ment of an inexpensive high-capactty energy

ference between the two condensers is the

supply, such as the Homopolar Energy Transfer

operating pressure. Ammonia condensers op-

System (HETs).(4)

erate at well above atmospheric pressure

As references 1, 8, 9 and 10 indicate, the
most munlsina. use of a thermodvnamlc bottom-

Each condenser is single pass with

which elimir’tes the vacuum equipment necessary for a steam condenser. The ~xterior

.

.
TA8LE II. &mnonla Vapor and Steam C&wienser Characteristics

kmnia(s)
Stated Parameters
Heat Load, i4W(th)

755

1677

West Transfer Surface Area, m2

2.145x

Avg. Condensate Temp., ‘K

308.4

Cooling Hater Flow, kg/s

7.235x

105

2.016x

104

306.2
104

2.187

X

Cooling Hater Inlet Temp., “K

298.7

286.9

Cooling Uater Outlet Temp., ‘K

307.0

295.1

Condensate Pressure, t4Pa

1.39

0.005 “

5.55

15.2

104

Calculated Parameters
Avg. Cond.-CoolingMater AT, “K
Overall Heat Transfer
Coefficient, W/m2-K0

1.408

X

103

2.464x

103

2.897

10-5

Cooling Water Flow/Heat Load,
Kg/s-W

4.314 x 10-5

X

shell of the amnonia condenser must be de-

that required for the steam condenser; there-

signed to accommodate the higher and re-

fore, it seems possible that the use Of an

\ersed pressure stresses; however, the tube

ammonia bottoming c,yclemay reduce the waste

iiameterand wall thickness can remain ap-

heat problem.

moximately the same as that for a steam
:ondenserbecause the tube wall is loaded

The cost of a bottominq cycle for fusion
reactors may be gauged from the estimates

in compt’cssionrather than in tension. Note

for the yeotheimal energy proqram. The esti-

inTable II that the calculated temperature

mated capital cost ranges from $300 to $700/kW,

Differencebetween the condensate and cooi-

and the cost of electricity produced frcm geo-

ng water of thv amnonia condenser is about

thermal energy would cost 1.56d to 4.30d/kWh.(0

hree times greater for the steam condenser,

In contrast, the UFIAK-Icapital cost is esti-

ut the overall heat transfer coefficient

mated at $900 to $1000/kW, and the electricity

f ttw steam condenser is about twice that

cost is 0.02t/kWh.(12) The numbers are rather

f the arnnoniacondenser. The heat transfer

speculative in nature md

roperties of slturated atmnoniaand water

1$/kWh for coal, 2C/kWh for oil, and 0.24-

re not greatly different (except for the

0.30@/kWh for nuclear-produced electricity

randtl Number), and the overoll heat trans-

in 1974.(6)

er coefficient of the two condensers should

CONCLUSION

e similar. A more sophisticateddesign

contrast to shout

●

Low-temperaturebottoming CYC1,S may have

hould raise the overall heat transfer co-

a place in the development of fusion tech-

efficientof the amnonia condenser to near

nology, but preliminary scoping studies are

hat of the steam condenser. This should

hampered by a lack of basic thermodynamic

?sult in the cooling water flow for the

data necessary to make more thatla qualita-

mnoniacondenser being

similar

to

tive view. The geothermal energy program

.
.’

will Ilkely produce the requisfte thermodynarrrlc
data, cost data and calculational
techniques to do a quantitative assessment
in the future. To be effective, the bottomIng cycle must be an integral part of the

●nergy conversion system, not just a substitution or add-on cycle.

If the bottom-

ing cycle fluid can be used to scavenge
heat tn fusion reactor systems, the energy
conversion system efficiency can be increased; however, present conceptual fusionreactor designs do not lend themselves to
effective energy scavenging by low-terrrperature bottoming cycles.
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